Summary.-Sixty specimens of human lung tissue from 52 individuals were inspected at 22-5 MHz by proton magnetic resonance techniques. The purpose of the study was to evaluate the diagnostic capabilities of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique for the diagnosis of malignancy. I00MHz (Damadian et al., 1973) to a larger sample population. To further the first objective, we determined the spinspin relaxation time (T2) the spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame (Tip) as well as Tl. The Ti values were obtained by the null method, and also from the slope of a graph of points. This latter method is more reliable than the null method. Further details are given in the experimental section.
PREViOus nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) investigations of human lung tissue have been extremely limited (Damadian et al., 1973; Schmidt et al., 1973; Eggleston, Saryan and Hollis, 1975; Frey et al., 1972; Hollis et al., 1973) . In most cases, the null method was used to determine the spin-lattice relaxation time (Ti) . Of these studies, the most recent (Eggleston et al., 1975) involved the tissues of 4 patients, and was done at a frequency of 24 MHz. The results of that study are directly comparable to the data presented below, which were measured at a frequency of 22*5 MHz, and included 60 specimens of lung tissue from 52 individuals. These data were collected as part of a larger study involving tissues originating in a number of different organs. The results for these other specimens are being compiled, and will be presented in the near future.
The purpose of this investigation was two-fold. Firstly, we wished to measure NMR parameters other than null Tl, with the aim of combining them (for diagnostic purposes) into a malignancy index which could reliably discriminate 16 normal tissue from malignant tissue. Secondly we wished to extend our earlier results, at I00MHz (Damadian et al., 1973) to a larger sample population. To further the first objective, we determined the spinspin relaxation time (T2) the spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame (Tip) as well as Tl. The Ti values were obtained by the null method, and also from the slope of a graph of points. This latter method is more reliable than the null method. Further details are given in the experimental section.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
General.-The overall design for the conduct of this study is depicted in Fig. 1 observed. rf'hese 3 parameters wrere the spin-lattice relaxation time in the laboratory frame (TI), the spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating fiame (Tlp), and the spin-spin relaxation time (T2). Two values of T1 were obtained by using a o-T-7r/2 pulse sequence: a graphical T1 and a null T1 (computed from the pulse spacing necessary to make the observed signal vanish). The graphical T1 was computed from the slope of a plot of log ((M0-M,)/M0) vs -(where Mo is the signal voltage at a pulse spacing (i-) of > 5 times Ti, and Mz is the voltage at an arbitrary value of r).
For the first 600 samples analysed, the graphical Ti plots involved only 8-14 points. Graphical Ti determinations made on later tissues where then expanded to include at least 30 values of -r. The results on these later tissues have been considered separately under the label of an "intensive" study (Koutcher, Goldsmith and Dainadian) . The data presented here include all of the lung tissues studied. Spin-spin relaxation time (T2) measurements were made using the Meiboom-Gill (Meiboom and Gill, 1958 ) modification of the Carr-Purcell pulse train (Carr and Purcell, 1954) . The pulse spacing was generally set at 100lus.
The spin-lattice relaxation time in the rotating firame (Tip) We decided to try a normalized sum of the relaxation constants T1 and T2, since the former is generally 10 x greater than the latter. Thus, we defined a "malignancy index" for each specimen by substitution into the following "separation algorithm":
(T2) normal where (Tj)j and (T2)j are T1 and T2 of the ith specimen, and (T1) normal, and (T2) normal are the mean values of T1 and T2 for the normal population. Fig. 3 shows the distribution in the malignancy index for the samples depicted in Fig. 2 Six cases of non-cancerous pathology were also examined (Table II) , however in all cases the non-malignant pathology was coincident with malignancy. The possible effect of the malignancy in elevating the relaxation times must be considered in interpreting these results as well. Five of the 6 cases were cases of chronic or diffuse inflammation; of these, 3 had indices below 2-250, and 2 had indices above it. The final case was one of emphysema, and it fell above this cut-off value. Thus, the ability of NMR to distinguish benign from malignant pathological states is as yet unclear, and will require a larger sample of benign pathologies to be obtained from non-cancer patients. In view of the differences obtained in the NMR signals from these classes of tissues, we became interested in determining a possible chemical basis for the differences. In a number of cases, we analysed tissue adjacent to the NMR specimen for water and electrolyte content. The results are presented in Table III (Table IV) . This would indicate that the change in relaxation times is not simply a function of water content. In addition, the difference in the mean value of this ratio between gastrointestinal tissues (0.694) and lung (0.585) is also indicative that other factors besides water content affect the malignancy index.
DISCUSSION
These results verify and extenid those of a previous study of lung tissue at 100 MHz (Damadian et al., 1973) , where a P value of < 0.01 was obtained for the differences in the means of 17 malignant and non-malignant lung specimens. In a study of 5 lung samples, Eggleston measured the null T1's of 2 adenocarcinomas, 1 case of emphysema, 1 case of tuberculosis and 1 piece of normal tissue adjacent to one of the carcinomas (Eggleston et al., 1975) . Of these samples, both adenocarcinomas fell within our cancer range for null T1, and both were higher than the value for the one normal (Damadian, et al., 1976) ). Secondly, our chemical analyses strongly indicate that factors other than tissue water content affect the malignancy index. This is coiitrary to the conclusion of Eggleston et al., (1975) "that prolongation of the spin-lattice relaxation time is largely the result of increased water content of the tissue examined...".This group, however, offered no experimental measurements on the tissue they studied to support this conclusion.
